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Abstract Cloud computing could offer good business models for small CSE (Com-
putational Science and Engineering) research groups because these groups often do
not have enough human resources and knowledge to manage the complexity of com-
putational and data infrastructure for their research, while cloud computing aims to
eliminate that complexity from the user. In this paper, we have analyzed current status
of supporting tools for small CSE groups to utilize cloud computing. Although cloud
computing is perceived as an interesting model, we have identified several issues that
prevent a wide adoption of cloud computing from small CSE research groups. We
also present recommendations for addressing these issues in order to attract small
CSE groups to utilize cloud computing.
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1 Introduction

Computational science and engineering (CSE) involves several fields, such as com-
puter science, applied mathematics, bioinformatics, biomechanics, meteorology, and
computational material sciences [48]. In many cases, CSE research requires a strong
knowledge about and infrastructure of high performance computing and large-scale
data storage systems. Cloud computing is relevant to CSE research groups, in par-
ticular those with a small number of people and with limited knowledge about high
performance computing and data systems. As pointed out in [8, 23, 26, 12], cloud
computing refers to both hardware, software and their infrastructure delivered as
services over the Internet. In the literature, three main classes of cloud computing
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providers are currently recognized: IaaS (Infrastructureas a Service) which provides
only machines and storage systems for any purpose, PaaS (Platform as a Service)
which provides platforms for developing applications, andSaaS (Software as a Ser-
vice) which provides available software which can be used asor be composed for ap-
plications [59, 38]. These classes of cloud providers couldpotentially offer solutions
to meet different needs of CSE groups. However, we need to understand how cur-
rent cloud computing offers and promises are relevant to small CSE research groups,
whether small CSE research groups can utilize these offers or not, and what support
needs to be provided for small CSE research groups.

Motivated by the above-mentioned questions, in this paper we conduct a detailed
analysis of the state of the art of cloud computing offers forsmall CSE research
groups. By focusing on high-level platform and programmingsupport, and support-
ing tools and services for cost evaluation and software developments, we have iden-
tified several concerns that should be addressed. For example, cost estimation and
monitoring tools are not well supported, platform and programming support for CSE
in cloud systems are poor, and generic CSE services have not been widely deployed
in the cloud under the SaaS model. Based on our findings, we present several recom-
mendations for eliminating these concerns in order to attract more small CSE groups
to use cloud computing.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work.
Section 3 gives an overview of relevance to and requirementsfrom small CSE re-
search groups. Section 4 identifies main concerns for the adoption of cloud com-
puting in small CSE groups. In Section 5 we present our recommendations to cloud
computing providers and researchers. We conclude the paperand outline our future
work in Section 6.

2 Background and Related Work

Recently, cloud computing has been increasingly used in solving business and e-
science problems. Although there is a confusion on the definitions of cloud comput-
ing, cloud computing is considered as an emerging model which aims at allowing cus-
tomers to utilize computational resources and software hosted by service providers
[8, 23, 26, 12], thus shifting the complex and tedious resource and software manage-
ment tasks typically done by the customers to the service providers. To date, many
cloud computing providers exist to offer different functionalities. However, as we
will discuss in detail in Section 4, only a few providers could be used by CSE groups;
these providers focus on IaaS features by providing machines and storage systems.

With respect to the utilization of cloud computing for CSE, CSE scientists have
started using cloud computing for CSE applications, such as[31, 24], and they have
provided various feedback on experimenting cloud computing for scientific appli-
cations. However, these works focus on concerns related to particular applications.
Many computer scientists have evaluated particular cloud systems, such as Amazon
[44, 27]. However, they do not analyze a wide perspective of cloud computing for
small CSE research groups.
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Buyya and his colleagues have discussed the limitation of cloud computing in
terms of market-orientation [12]. However, they do not discuss benefits of cloud com-
puting for the CSE’s market. A detailed report has been made about cloud computing
[8] which presents various limitations of cloud computing.While it does not concen-
trate on CSE issues, it presents various obstacles that cloud customers could face,
thus these obstacles are also valid for CSE groups. That report considers generic
properties of clouds but does not specifically analyze current support of IaaS, PaaS,
and SaaS providers for small CSE research groups.

With respect to cost estimations for scientific applications in cloud computing,
[8, 23] give generic cost comparison discussion and [17] provides experimental work
on costs for workflows in cloud computing. Both raise important questions on the
complexity of cost models when using cloud computing. We share similar questions
through our discussion but we focus on understanding how current tools can be used
to evaluate costs for CSE applications.

In their short paper [61], Wang et al. have summarized some recent cloud systems,
such as OpenNebula, Amazon, and Nimbus, and discussed functionalities of clouds,
key features and enabling technologies. However, they do not analyze limitations of
clouds for scientific computing and how to overcome these limitations. A special is-
sue discussing how cloud computing can be used for sciences is given in [55]. This
issue includes discussion about important scientific algorithms in the cloud, such as
based on MapReduce. Especially, in this issue, Sterling andStark have discussed how
cloud computing fulfills the needs of main requirements fromhigh performance com-
puting (HPC), for example, capability, capacity and collaborative demands [54]. We
do not examine the type of HPC applications but focus more on how cloud computing
could support CSE scientists from general software development aspects. In a recent
report on the Open Cirrus testbed [10], 8 cloud computing testbeds are also briefly
compared based on their types of research, approach, participants and distribution.

What we have observed is that computer scientists have discussed and demon-
strated many aspects of cloud computing for scientific applications, while CSE sci-
entists have not really taken the advantage of cloud computing due to several reasons
that we will present in later sections.

3 Cloud Relevance to and Requirements from CSE Groups

With respect to software development and execution, CSE scientists have quite differ-
ent needs from their business counterpart. CSE applications have some distinguish-
able properties, as also studied in [2, 36], with respect to programming languages
(mainly C/C++, Fortran, Java, Perl, and Python), high performance computing sys-
tems, parallel programming models (e.g., MPI, OpenMP, and MapReduce), and com-
putational libraries (e.g., BLAS, LAPACK, ParMETIS, and Trilinos).

Unlike big CSE research groups which own strong computing and storage in-
frastructure and/or have supporting teams of compute scientists and IT professionals,
small CSE research groups1 face many challenges. First, they need computational

1 Specifically our discussion is based on small CSE groups in Austria. Most Austrian CSE groups are
small and they work independent. A typical size of a group is from 5 to 30 people, including professors,
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resources which are currently not enough. Second, they alsodo not have knowledge
and staff to manage complex computational resources and storage systems. Third,
they also do not want to invest a lot of time on managing infrastructures. The man-
agement is typically done by PhD students who want to concentrate on their own
research rather than setup and manage (high performance) computing systems. Some
groups even have their own services deployed for a wide use because these services
are useful for research. However, these groups do not want torelease the source code
of their services due to many reasons, e.g., competitive research.

As promised by the benefits of cloud computing [14], cloud computing could
offer a great chance for small CSE groups to deal with these problems. Generally,
the CSE scientists2 found that cloud computing is very relevant. In our discussion,
we found the following findings describing how cloud computing is relevant to CSE
groups:

– Reducing management cost: obviously CSE scientists appreciate how cloud com-
puting could help them to reduce the operation and management cost. In particu-
lar, management cost is important as, with cloud computing,CSE scientists and
PhD students can focus on their own research, instead of dealing with the com-
plexity of high performance computing systems. This benefitalso meets the main
slogan of the cloud computing industry.

– Reducing resource cost and fostering research proposal acceptance: the benefit
of cloud computing is not only due to the simple management but it is also related
to research funding and proposals. Interestingly, some funding agents have asked
CSE scientists why they do not use resources from others and it is very hard to
get funds for supporting the setup and maintenance of CSE infrastructures.

– Improving application capability sharing: many research results can be exposed
as a service in cloud environments that can be used by other research groups.

– Improving data sharing: CSE research groups need to share data with other col-
laborators and the data can be easily shared if it is in cloud.Many large-scale
datasets which are hard to manage by a single group could be put into clouds for
various research groups.

– Supporting reproducible research results: this is probably one of the most im-
portant factors when considering cloud computing for CSE. The issue of repro-
ducible research results is critical in science, generally, and in CSE, particularly.
However, it is hard, if not impossible, to reproduce the research result when dif-
ferent experimental testbeds are used. In fact, in many cases, it is impossible to
setup similar testbeds, let alone to reproduce similar experiments. With cloud
computing, this issue can (partially) be solved as different groups could utilize
similar configurations of cloud computing infrastructures.

However, cloud computing is a rather new model and not all CSEscientists are
aware of and understand its benefits as well as its limitations. To further support CSE

post-docs, PhD/master students, and supporting staffs. Dueto the organizational structure of Austrian
universities, research groups are very independent. CSE groups need computational infrastructure and
most of them own a small cluster (4-32 cores), apart from sharedcomputational resources provided by the
universities and research institutions.

2 In this section, in most cases, CSE scientists mean those participating in our discussion in [49].
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scientists to investigate the offers of cloud computing, wehave studied the list of 100
players in the cloud ecosystem [28] and Table 1 presents the types of cloud computing
providers in this list3. Obviously, CSE has not been well supported by existing cloud
providers. While generic IaaS cloud systems are popular thatmay be used by CSE
scientists, they lack many features required by CSE groups (see Section 4 for further
discussion). On other hand, PaaS and SaaS for CSE are not welldeveloped.

Type Focus Number
IaaS Compute as a service by providing machines 11

Storage as a service, Web hosting 11
PaaS Web application development 10

SaaS integration 2
SaaS CSE 0

Enterprise computing 4
Collaborative working environments, virtual desktops, social network 8

Others Tool development, software and hardware providers, supportservices 46

Table 1 Major types of cloud computing providers from the list of 100 cloud players[28]. Types are
classed based on the product information.

4 Raised Issues

4.1 Cost Issues

The first issue is that it is hard to understand and determine all elements of the actual,
full cost model when using cloud computing. This cost model is necessary for scien-
tists to decide when and under which form cloud computing offers can be utilized.
CSE scientists need to estimate if the total cost of using cloud computing is smaller
than that of their own infrastructure. The second issue is the lack of tools to monitor
and analyze pay-as-you-go costs associated with runtime use of machines, storage
systems, and networks for particular applications. It is needed for short term plan-
ning and on-demand resource allocation at runtime, e.g., todetermine when cloud
resources should be added into existing, local resources inorder to perform a large-
scale experiment. As studied, major factors of the cost of using cloud computing
would be computing resources, storage systems, and data transfer, but the total cost
is related to many factors and activities, such as computingresources, storage, data
transfers, security, and data cleaning [7, 17].

While several papers have discussed and reported the cost of performing scien-
tific applications in the cloud, these reports are either forspecific applications [17],
general discussion [7, 9], or comparing different cloud systems [35]. Table 2 presents

3 Note that from the list some providers have been acquired and merged. Furthermore, many providers
offer different types of services and information about some providers is not clear. Therefore, we choose
to count only providers when information is clear. Our evaluation method is mostly relied on the analysis
of existing documents. For a small number of systems, we were ableto use demonstration/trial offers to
(partially) evaluate them.
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Amazon [20] + + + + + Only for machine, storage and network
use

Walker et al. [60] + + Comprehensive models for estimating
cloud storage costs

Truong et al. [57] + + + Estimating and online monitoring costs
for applications

Table 2 Existing tools for determining costs

existing tools that can be used to estimate, monitor and analyze costs of using clouds.
On the one hand, while cloud service providers give some basic information about
costs and tools for determining computation and data transfer costs, they are trivial.
Using information provided by the provider, it is very difficult to calculate the cost
of an application because scientists need to map the computation and data transfer
models associated with their CSE applications to primitiveprices of CPUs, storage
size and network transfer. On the other hand, we lack cost estimation and monitor-
ing tools that can provide detailed cost factors associatedwith different activities of
scientific applications.

4.2 Software Development, Deployment and Execution Issues

Software development, deployment and execution support iscrucial to scientists.
Based on our study in Table 1, we further study how existing cloud players, including
also software development providers not in the list mentioned in [28], support the
development and execution of CSE applications.

With respect to IaaS, first of all, many scientists want to know more about de-
tailed configurations of clouds, such as network topology and what could happen
behind the scene. Such configurations could help scientiststo understand better how
they should port their applications to the cloud and how to optimize their applications.
Understanding what happens behind the scene also helps scientists to decide whether
they should use the cloud or not, and, if used, for which phases in their experiments.
For example, many applications are involved with sensitivedata. When more com-
puting and storage resources are needed, sensitive data could be stored, cached and
transferred among different nodes in the cloud. The scientists have to comply with
different rules applied to sensitive data, thus they must know, for example, where
the data is stored and what is the retention policy of the data. Unfortunately, current
providers publish almost no information about detailed topology and possible situa-
tions related to data. Unclear information about the topology also creates confusion
about the performance issue because sometime it is impossible to determine the loca-
tion of services. Second, in order to use cloud computing, weneed to classify which
types of applications are suitable for clouds. Although, several papers have reported
on the use of cloud for different scientific applications, most cloud providers do not
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explicitly present the types of application classes they support. Third, many CSE
applications are parallel applications based on MPI, OpenMP, embarrassingly paral-
lel, and workflow models. Therefore, we need good support forparallel applications.
However, currently cloud computing providers offer very little support of such par-
allel applications. Tables 3 and 4 present deployed IaaS andplatforms in our study.
Clearly, there is a lack of strong support for CSE applications.
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Amazon EC2 [20] o o + o o o o o o o Provides computing infrastructure. However, some public Amazon AIMs
include images for scientific applications.

Appnexus [4] o o o o o o o o o Provides computing infrastructures based on that differentOS images can
be installed.

ElasticHosts [21] o o o o o o o o o o Provides computing infrastructures based on that virtual machines can be
installed.

Eucalyptus [43] o o o o o o o o o Provides a public cloud for research. It also includes software for setting
cloud infrastructure.

Joyent [32] o o o o o + o + o Supports computing infrastructures based on Open Solaris.
Science Clouds/Nimbus [33] + o + o o o o o o Supports scientific and educational projects to experiment with cloud com-

puting.
Skytap [51] o + o o o o o o o + Supports virtual labs of pre-built virtual machines, databases, and software

test tools.

Table 3 Overview of programming model and language support in IaaS studied.+ ando denotenative support(included in the system) anduser-specific support(performed
by the user based on his/her requirements), respectively. Most features in systems studied are marked as user-specific support because these systems mainly provide machines.
As a result, the user has to perform several manual activitiesin order to prepare the right machine images for his/her applications.
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3tera AppLogic [1] + o Enables the execution of cloud applications with a focus on scalable Web appli-
cations and services.

Appistry CloudIQ [3] o + + o + + Includes cloud manager and engines which are used to managing and executing
applications.

Apprenda SaaSGrid [5] + + Supports C#/.NET based application development
Aptana Cloud [6] + + + Supports the development and execution of PHP, MySQL, Apacheand Aptana

Jaxer applications.
Boomi AtomSphere [11] + + Supports the composition of processes of application integration, data integra-

tion, and B2B integration.
Gigaspaces [29] + + + + + Supports Web and enterprise applications, and parallel processing managed by

the user.
Google App Engine [30] + + + Supports the development and execution of Web applications.

LongJump [37] + + + Supports Web applications for enterprises.
Microsoft Azure [39] + + + Support cloud application development based on Windows technologies (.NET,

Windows Live, etc.)
Parabon Frontier [45] + + + Supports batch jobs and includes several financial forecasting and data mining

to biological and nano-scale modeling and simulations.

Table 4 Overview of programming model and language supports in platforms studied.+ ando denotenative supportanduser-specific support(carried out by the user
based on his/her requirements), respectively.
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Appistry CloudIQ [3] Microsoft Visio and Eclipse plug-in + + +
Apprenda SaaSGrid [5] Microsoft Visio + + +

Aptana Cloud [6] Eclipse-based Aptana Studio + +
Boomi AtomSphere [11] Web browsers + +

Gigaspaces [29] Specific IDE and Eclipse plug-in + +
Google App [30] Specific SDK and Eclipse plug-in + +
LongJump [37] Eclipse plug-in and Web browsers +

Microsoft Azure [39] Microsoft Visio + + + +
Parabon Frontier [45] Eclipse plug-in and specific SDK + + + +

Table 5 Overview of application development and monitoring utility support in systems and products
studied.

With respect to PaaS, we need simple ways of programming on the cloud by uti-
lizing different programming environments and tools. However, currently PaaS for
CSE applications is not in the focus of cloud computing providers. When a CSE sci-
entist utilizes the cloud, he/she does not have to manage themachines. Nevertheless,
with respect to software development and execution, apart from what the scientist
has to do in his/her systems, she/he has to deal with the preparation of packages and
machine configuration which is not simple at the moment. Whilemany systems pro-
vide tools to manage the infrastructure, there is a lack of tools for wrapping scientific
codes, packaging and deploying them to the cloud. It is important to have such tools
because developing code in cloud systems needs to deal with different virtual ma-
chines and complex scientific libraries in a pay-as-you-go fashion. Other issues are
application monitoring and performance optimization which are important and well
supported in today’s high performance systems. First, so far there have been a few
discussion on how to monitor and optimize the performance ofCSE applications in
the cloud. When CSE applications are executed in the cloud, they run atop virtual
machines. This requires a new class of performance monitoring and analysis tools
for virtual machines. Second, the question of whether we should optimize the per-
formance of CSE applications or not in the cloud is still open. Cloud providers often
claim that the user can obtain unlimited resources the user wants. So does the elastic
resource provisioning solve the performance problem? And what would be the hid-
den relationship between the cost and the resource usage in this way, if we ignore
the performance optimization. Table 5 summarizes application development support
of products and systems that we studied. A clear observationis that most systems
support deployment utilities and system monitoring. (Automatic) deployment utili-
ties are a must for application development in the cloud as the user does not want
to deal with the complexity of deployment and installation of software in clouds, in
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particular, when the user relies on different IaaSs. However, such utilities in most
studied systems are not for CSE applications.

With respect to SaaS, many CSE applications or part of CSE exploratory pro-
cesses could be provided as a SaaS. However, currently, SaaScloud computing providers
have not focused on this sector.

5 Enhancing CSE Support in Cloud Systems

Based on our detailed study about current offers of cloud computing to small CSE
research groups, in the following, we present specific recommendations for cost eval-
uation, IaaS, PaaS and SaaS.

5.1 Cost Evaluation Tools

With respect to the cost estimation, cloud computing providers and research com-
munities should offer application-specific cost models. Scientists should be provided
with cost models associated with application models, e.g.,cost models for OpenMP,
MPI, and workflows, and these models should allow the scientists to utilize their
vast knowledge about their application requirements gained before the use of cloud
computing. Furthermore, a scientific experiment might include different phases, each
has a different application model and might or might not be executed in the cloud.
Thus, it is interesting to have composite cost models in order to decide which phases
should be executed by using the cloud. To date, good models for cost estimation are
missing. Also there is no integrated cost evaluation tool that presents the correla-
tion and difference among costs reported from multiple views, e.g, cost estimation,
application-specific cost monitoring, and infrastructure-specific cost monitoring.

5.2 IaaS for CSE

Currently, IaaS typically supports the user to specify the number of machines and
provides different images of different operating systems.We believe that current sup-
port is too low level and does not encourage CSE researchers to use cloud computing.
We recommend IaaS for CSE to provide the following features:

Cluster and reproducible machine images and templates: CSE typically do not
use a single machine. Most cloud providers offer single machine images, but not
cluster machine images. Although some cluster machine images are provided through
community/research effort and third parties, such as in Amazon EC2 [20] and Nim-
bus [33], this kind of support has not been on the main focus ofcloud providers.
However, cluster machine images are important for CSE applications. Such images
require much more complex configurations which can consist of front nodes, compute
nodes, double/virtual communication interfaces, network/distributed file systems, etc.
Some research initiatives have focused on the provisioningof cluster images, such as
[41], but their results need to be investigated and integrated into native support of
IaaS providers. Furthermore, these images should be stored, creating reproducible
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images for supporting reproducible research experiments.It is even better if cloud
providers and CSE communities provide machines including ready-to-use scientific
images (e.g., like Amazon AMI scientific Linux 5.2 which includes mpiBlast from the
AMI public site). Another interesting topic is to create images suitable for different
cluster topologies. Hence, useful tools similar to the Elastra system [22] will simplify
the task to define suitable infrastructure images for CSE application substantially. An
other important point is that such images should be searchable and associated with
their deployed software and performance information. Thisis particular important for
sharing and reproducible images among collaborative teams, e.g., in Elastic-R [13],
as well as for dynamic resource deployment and provisioning, e.g., in Cafe [40].

Compilers and scientific libraries: most cloud computing providers do not include
a rich set of compilers for CSE applications, such as Fortranand Python besides
C/C++ and Java. Scripting languages, such as Python, have increasingly played an
important roles in scientific applications [42]. They are also well supported in Web
applications in many cloud systems. Thus, we think that increasing the testing and
deployment of such scripting languages for CSE would also attract CSE scientists.
Scientific libraries used for CSE applications, such as MPICH, FFTW, LAPACK,
ScaLAPACK, and BLAST, are typically installed manually andmaintained by the
user. It is important that these libraries are tested and included in machine and cluster
images. New tools that are able to support the assembly and building scientific images
suitable for different clouds are highly expected. In this respect, a good example in
the business domain is the CohesiveFT service [15] which allows the developer to
build and customize his/her software stack for different clouds.

Automatic dynamic resource provisioning: certain CSE applications take a long
time to finish and during their execution, resources are useddifferently. Although
current resource acquisition in cloud systems can be elastic, in most cases, this has
to be done manually by the user. An interesting point is how cloud systems provide
facilities for acquiring new resources and preparing images in an automatic way so
that these facilities can be utilized and integrated into CSE applications for the opti-
mization of the resources used by CSE applications. The AutoScaling feature of the
Amazon EC2 is a good starting point in this direction when it allows resources to be
changed based on pre-defined triggers. However, it is still not clear how it can be eas-
ily integrated into CSE programming models and how it can be used together with the
automatic deployment of images. In particular, it is very challenging to provide au-
tomatic dynamic resource provisioning mechanisms that allow scientists to use their
own resources and add new cloud resources when needed, even though some under-
lying cloud techniques have enabled this, such as in the OpenNebula toolkit [53],
by using virtual network and cloud interfaces to other IaaS providers. We believe
that a systematic way to support the integration of resourceprovisioning, and images
deployment and management into programming models is important for long-run
applications.
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5.3 PaaS for CSE

Generally, PaaS provides existing tools for the developer to write and deploy cloud
applications. Examples of PaaS are the Aptana [6], the Appirio Cloud Connectors
[16], and the Bommi integration components [11]. Typically, a PaaS will provide
a Web programming portal, a set of available components thatcan be composed,
and libraries/tools that can be used easily. Providing PaaSfor CSE means that cloud
providers should support ready-to-use platforms for scientists to develop and test their
applications. Thus, PaaS support should be concentrated onthe following points:

Generic integrated IDEs for software development: cloud computing providers
offer many good IDEs for supporting the development of Web applications, but not
for CSE applications. Similar to IDEs for Web applications,CSE scientists need good
programming development IDEs. These IDEs will go beyond current IDEs for scien-
tific applications, such as Eclipse for parallel programs [62] or Eclipse for workfows
[47], because they have to support also packaging and runtime deployment of code
and elastic control in the cloud. Furthermore, they have to be able to support different
back-end cloud systems. While the use of multiple clouds is possible [34], we are not
aware of software development tools for multiple clouds.

Supporting workflows, exploratory, interactive programming models: a great num-
ber of CSE applications follow the workflow model [18] that need not only high
performance computing systems but also large-scale data storage ones. Both require-
ments are met by cloud computing, but the main challenge liesin the interconnection
between computing services and data services, especially when they are executed in
different clouds. To date, various cloud providers have jointly offered complementary
services, for example, computing infrastructure and data storage center. However,
the workflow programming model has not been well supported bycloud systems. In
particular, the workflow support could also focus on the programming of CSE ap-
plications based on cross cloud providers, for example, handling biodata from one
provider while using computing resources from another provider.

PaaS for testing CSE applications: this would be highly interesting because very
often scientists develop and test their applications in local and small systems be-
fore they start to run their applications in large-scale production high performance
systems. While they may be granted to access such systems (dueto collaboration
contract or relationship), it is not efficient to use these systems for development and
testing (due to usage constraints). Interesting examples in the business domain are
the SOASTA test platform [52] and Skytap [51].

5.4 SaaS for CSE

Providing SaaS for CSE is especially interesting for many domains. For example,
sharing application capabilities using Web services and Web portal is very fine when
scientists do not want to share the application’s source code and when their applica-
tions are computation-intensive and non-interactive withsimple input data. Similar
to current SaaS support for the business domain, we recommend CSE SaaS providers
to offer the following types of services:
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Basic CSE services: SaaS providers for CSE could investigate existing, well-
established CSE applications and provide them as services.Some have been already
deployed in cluster environments, such as Wien2K [63] (electronic structure calcula-
tions of solids), Dynamite [19] (predicts protein motions), and VAMP/VASP [58] (ab-
initio quantum-mechanical molecular dynamics). Many potential applications could
be provided such as ParaView [46] (data analysis and visualization application). Typ-
ical applications described in [50] would be good candidates.

Mashup portal for connecting diverse CSE services: a good example of mashup
portal for business applications is the Process Factory [25]. For CSE, we could de-
velop similar connectors to connect different CSE services. Existing research results
in Grid workflows [56] can be leveraged to provide new tools todeal with CSE ser-
vices and service connectors in the cloud.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have studied the state of the art of how cloudcomputing providers
support small CSE (Computational Science and Engineering)research groups. While
many cloud providers exist, they mainly focus on supportingmachine infrastruc-
ture, data hosting, Web applications development, and SaaSfor business applications.
IaaS/PaaS/SaaS providers could be utilized by CSE groups but these providers have
not provided enough support for CSE customers with respect to programming mod-
els, supporting tools and proved working applications. Thecurrent landscape of the
cloud computing ecosystem neglects potential CSE customers and we call for cloud
computing providers as well as researchers to address foundopen issues.

While we recommend some solutions to cloud computing providers and researchers,
whether cloud computing providers will put their effort more on supporting CSE is
clearly dependent on business factors. It is, however, of interest for the CSE com-
munity to address the above-mentioned challenging issues in order to foster our CSE
research, in particular for small groups, to enhance data and application sharing and
to ensure reproducible experiments. In our future work, we will develop a service-
oriented PaaS platform for data intensive applications because this topic has a good
combination of cloud strength - data and computation support - and would free many
hard jobs that scientists have to face when dealing the complexity of computational
infrastructures and storage systems.
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